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Palm Sunday might be one of the more cluttered days of the church year. For many of us when 
we were growing up, it was simply Palm Sunday. Sometime in the 1990s it was changed to Palm/
Passion Sunday. The shift in liturgies started earlier in Roman Catholic circles, but it took a while to 
seep into the mainline Presbyterian, Methodist and Lutheran congregations. 

As with most changes, there’s often some solid rationale behind it, and in this case, there are 
actually two. The first and more common reason is that the shift to Palm/Passion Sunday was a 
response to the decline in attendance during Holy Week services. We reasoned, if people were 
skipping Maundy Thursday and Good Friday, they would move from the hosannas of Palm Sunday 
to the hosannas of Easter and miss the cross entirely. Therefore, for many churches, a portion of the 
Passion story would at least now to be read on Palm Sunday.

Lent is not to be imagined simply as a build-up to Good Friday but rather a season of preparation 
to follow Jesus as a disciple. For this reason, the various readings of the Sundays in Lent would 
include stories of Jesus revealing who He is to a variety of biblical characters with an emphasis on 
the variety of responses those characters have to Him. The reading depicting Jesus’ triumphal entry 
is meant as the capstone to those readings, inviting us also to shout our hosannas to the One we 
have come to know so well and are now prepared to follow. At the same time, this Sunday before 
Easter functions like a hinge and so also turns us toward the cross.

Here at Skyline, we’re not going to lament the confusion, but rather we’re going take advantage 
of it. Why? Because that first triumphal entry began an incredibly confusing and emotionally 
wrenching week in the lives of the disciples. They would each have to decide if they were a fan 
whose loyalty to Jesus stopped with shouting “Hosannas” as Jesus entered into the city or would 
they be followers all the way to the cross and beyond? It is the same question for each of us. 

In helping us answer, we might remember that Jesus’ triumphal entry wasn’t a first-century version 
of the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade. It was meant as a statement. Matthew is clear: Jesus rode 
into town as a returning king. Moreover, the crowds greeted Him as they would a returning king. 
The hosannas the people cried had both religious and political overtones. They greeted Jesus as the 
Lord’s Messiah and expected Him to overthrow the Romans. And the Romans took note. 

This helps to explain why Jesus was crucified. It wasn’t because He only offended the religious 
authorities of the day. It was because He proclaimed another kingdom – the kingdom of God and 
called people to give their allegiance to this kingdom first. He was, in other words, a threat. And 
even the briefest of readings from this portion of our Gospels reminds us of the consequences of 
Jesus’ challenge to the powers that be.

The tragedy of the day was that the people were half right. He did come as God’s Messiah. But 
they misunderstood what that meant. It was not “regime change” by violence, but rather by the love 
of God poured out upon the world in a way that dissolved all the things we use to differentiate 
ourselves from others and the formation of a single humanity that knows itself, and all those around 
them, as God’s beloved people.



The other tragedy of the day was that the religious and political authorities were also half right. 
Jesus was a threat. For that matter, He still is. 

He threatened then, and He threatens now, our fondness for defining ourselves over and against 
others. He threatened then, and He threatens now, the way in which we seek to establish our future by 
hording wealth and power. He threatened then, and He threatens now, our habit of drawing lines and 
making rules about who is acceptable and who is not. He threatened then, and He threatens now, all 
of these things and more. But the religious and political authorities were wrong in thinking that they 
could eliminate this threat by violence. Jesus’ resurrection, which in Matthew is accompanied by the 
shaking of the very foundations of the earth, affirms that God’s love is stronger than hate, God’s love 
is stronger than death and eventually all will yield to the mercy and majesty of God.

Friends, Jesus will continue to threaten our reliance on anything—our wealth, position, political 
identity, limitation, good works, relationships, life-tragedies—anything other than God’s mercy. 

What’s hard about this message is that we all have come at times to seek our identity and secure our 
future on things other than God. The blessing of this confession is that none of these other things 
are up to the job. No matter what we trust in, we will be disappointed, as only Jesus can declare us 
as not just acceptable but as blessed and loved. Jesus’ journey to the cross shows us just how far He 
was willing to go to demonstrate that to us. How far are we willing to go in response?

We began our Lenten preaching series with a simple question: “Are you a fan or a follower of Jesus?” 
And over the course of these past weeks our prayer has been that our eyes will be opened and the 
Spirit would awaken our souls to the kind of relationship Christ desires to have with us. 

Many fans mistakenly identify themselves as followers by using cultural comparisons. Fans can look 
at the commitment level of others around them and feel like their relationship with Jesus is solid. 
Essentially, fans grade their relationship with Jesus on the curve, and as long as they are more spiritual 
than the worst guy, they figure everything is fine. The trouble is, the curve just got a lot lower. 

Fans can also use a religious ruler. Fans point to their observance of religious rules and rituals 
as evidence that they are really followers. After all, they reason, would a fan go to church most 
weekends, and put money in the offering, and volunteer with the church and listen to Christian 
radio, etc.? So, doing these things must mean you’re a follower, right?

Fans tend to confuse their feelings with faith. But your feelings about Jesus aren’t the same thing as 
faith in Jesus. And following requires there to be more than a feeling. Following requires movement, 
following requires yielding to Christ, it requires putting our faith into practice… to walk the talk.

In our Lenten sermon series, we’ve posed some important questions. In week one we asked, A 
Decision or a Commitment? And we looked at Nicodemus coming to see Jesus in the night. In the 
second week we asked, Knowledge about Him or Intimacy with Him? And we looked at Simon the 
Pharisee who hosted a dinner party for Jesus but refused to offer Him welcome, indicating he 
wanted no real relationship with Jesus. In week three we asked, as Fred preached, One of Many or 
Your One and Only? Fred laid out for us that the fan says, “I love you. I’m committed to you. But 
let’s not be exclusive. Surely You understand, Jesus, that I have other loves who will necessarily need 
to take a higher priority over my relationship with You.” In week four we asked, Following Jesus or 
Following the Rules? And I preached to you from Jesus’ sermon of seven woes in which He brought 
scathing judgments against all those who would put on a religious show in words but failed to show 
their love for God in actions toward others...to the hypocrites. Last week we asked, Self-Powered or 
Spirit-Filled? In that teaching we took a look at going the distance only because of the Holy Spirit 
within us. We have been asking some important questions. And there’s just one more we need to ask 
as we turn this week toward the Upper Room and the Cross. How will you answer, Fan or Follower?


